A Closer Examination of Controlling Investment Risk
Introduction
Investment strategies today come with risks, many of which, are
unavoidable. This whitepaper will walk through some of the more
common risks to a strategy and how we work to keep them under
control to lessen their potential impact to a portfolio.
Our team has conducted years of research devoted to deeply
understanding the risks to which a typical investment strategy is
exposed and - more importantly - how new enhancements in both
computing power and investment product can be used to mitigate
these risks.
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At Paritas, we have designed our investment process around managing as many layers of risk as possible
in an effort to build more consistent investment strategies that help advisors and their clients meet their
objectives.

Forecasting Risk
Many asset allocation strategies and models are heavily dependent upon forecasted returns and risk of
an asset. In principal, it seems that forecasts would be a positive element that would consider future
developments in the financial markets.
However, in practice, many struggle to correctly predict what will happen in the future. The graphic below
displays analysis of S&P 500 price targets from 2000-2016. As we have outlined in our previous
whitepaper on market forecasts, the results were quite astonishing, but not surprising.
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The average miss (distance from Forecast to Actual) was 13.2%. If these forecasts were used to formulate
a long-term asset allocation, the allocation could have been very inaccurate and exposed the investor to
risks they may have not known they were taking. This could have led to underperformance in both up
and down markets.
We subscribe to the belief that markets are unpredictable. There are too many variables to get right,
especially when there are multiple asset classes involved. Exacerbating the issue is the timing of when
the largest misses occurred – down markets. In our opinion, these are the most important years to be
accurate. Additionally, over this 17-year period, the experts have never forecasted a down year.
To counteract the risks of forecasting, we have implemented a process that has a quantitative, risk-based
foundation. It is based upon actual historical data points, both near and longer term, and aims to produce
more consistent allocations and ultimately returns. There is no subjective overlay which we believe helps
us obtain a more accurate representation of the current risk levels in the markets and translate that into
an appropriate asset allocation.

Static Allocation Risk
Basing allocation decisions upon disparate factors unrelated to the current market environment can lead
to asset allocations that may expose a portfolio to either too much or not enough risk. For example, many
advisors stress “investment time horizon” as a basis for a static portfolio allocation without evaluating
current market conditions.
The various portfolios below are constructed with a stated risk tolerance for an investor established by
the completion of a Risk Tolerance Questionnaire (RTQ) from an industry leading mutual fund company.

Source: Vanguard.

If an account inception date occurs during a period of market stress and an investor has a longer time
horizon, the portfolio would have a Moderate+ risk rating and could experience significant losses based
upon the corresponding static allocations. These large drawdowns can take years to recover. Inversely,
the portfolio could fail to capitalize on a high growth environment by maintaining a lower allocation to
growth assets. Additionally, over time, the portfolio pays no attention to changes in market risk and
adopts a “ride out the storm” mentality.
At Paritas, we look at asset allocation differently to eliminate static allocation risk. We believe it is
important to follow a disciplined process to dynamically rebalance portfolios based upon changes in
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market risk. Having a rules-based process removes emotion from investment decision making and allows
effective rebalancing to occur under the most extreme circumstances.
To fully benefit from this process, we believe there should be no artificial capital constraints placed upon
the portfolio. By allowing risk to fully dictate the current asset allocation, portfolios can both protect and
participate when appropriate.

Style Drift Risk
Investment managers can buy investments that are outside of their mandate which may cause portfolios
to have an over or under exposure to a subset of investments. If a theme is doing well and an investor
assumes they have the appropriate exposure but the manager they’ve selected has drifted from their
mandate, they would actually be underexposed and not benefit. Inversely, the same holds true. These
drifts, or deviations from investment mandate, may even lead to other risks, such as concentration risk -another key risk we discuss later.
When managing a portfolio, we elect to use “plain vanilla” index ETFs to eliminate the potential for
investment managers deviating from their mandates. Our research is centered around creating
investment solutions that are more consistent and reliable. The potential for drift having a negative
impact on a portfolio is a risk we were not willing to accept.

Investor Risk
It is not uncommon to find an investor who’s expressed risk tolerance can abruptly change when markets
are rising versus when they are falling. Allowing emotion to creep into the decision-making process has
proven to cripple investors over the long term and led them to enter and exit the market at the wrong
times.
In JP Morgan’s Guide to the Markets presentation, they highlight investor returns over a 20-year period
as compared to individual indices and static blended portfolios.

While markets are experiencing a major decline, investors allow their emotions to take over and they tend
to capitulate at, or near, the bottom. Compounding the issue, after experiencing the major loss, they are
hesitant to get back in and miss any subsequent large moves up.
To curb investor risk, we focus on designing investment solutions that use risk to reduce the magnitude
of drawdowns. We have an unconstrainted, disciplined rebalancing process that will allocate assets to
more protection focused assets when applicable.
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Having a process in place that aims to avoid these potential large losses, allows investors to feel more
comfortable and remain invested through multiple market cycles. This helps them to capture a greater
percentage of the market returns over the long term and meet their overall investment objectives.

Security Selection Risk
There are many decisions that need to be made to have a successful investment outcome. Security
selection is one of them. Even if an investor gets the asset allocation correct and properly evaluates the
risk of a given sector (or asset segment), they could still potentially lose money if a company specific event
occurs in one of the securities they have selected. Over time, there is a demonstrated inability to
consistently pick securities that outperform an index. One or two positions could significantly impact the
performance of the entire portfolio.
We incorporate broad based diversification in our portfolio construction processes in an effort to remove
idiosyncratic risk from the portfolio management equation. By leveraging the most liquid, large, indexbased ETFs, we can minimize the impact of a single security on a portfolio.
We can further break down these major indices into their component parts (i.e. sector, segment, or
geographical level) to further minimize risk. This helps us construct portfolios that are aimed at providing
consistent risk-adjusted returns over the long term and a smoother ride for investors.

Concentration Risk
Often, whether known or unknown, portfolios contain a significant allocation to a particular security, asset
segment, asset class, or country. There are many different ways overconcentration can occur; it could be
purchasing multiple mutual funds that have similar top positions, buying larger indices that favor certain
sectors or countries, or even investment manager style drift. When they do occur, the results are typically
not positive and have an outsized impact on the portfolio’s return during both up and down markets.
Additionally, a high concentration of asset can give a false sense of diversification and mask large amounts
of positive correlation. Everything in a portfolio going up (or down) at the same time is not necessarily a
good thing when it comes to portfolio construction and diversification.
We work to eliminate concentration risk when constructing portfolios. We examine holdings for purpose
and exposure. Simply put, this means we are looking to see what positions are included in a particular
index to obtain a minimal amount of overlap. We also attempt to include assets with lower overall
correlation which allows for the potential of increased risk-adjusted returns through various market
cycles.

Conclusion
We have worked to manage the common investment risks discussed above and created an investment
process that can provide investors with a smoother experience over the long-term. Our focus on
quantitative, risk-based investment solutions can help investors achieve their overall investment goals by
providing consistent risk-adjusted returns with lower volatility.
We aim to build portfolios that align with investor expectations while focusing on eliminating surprises
that would trigger an emotional response.
A well thought out investment process does not leave your clients’ asset allocation to chance. Paritas’
disciplined, rules-based approach can help you protect and grow the wealth your clients worked hard to
earn. We believe that an investment process without rules is not a process and is a recipe for disaster.
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Important Disclosures
THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN PREPARED BY PARITAS CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, LLC (“PARITAS”) SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSES
OF PROVIDING SUMMARY INFORMATION REGARDING PARITAS AND ITS GLOBAL WEALTH STRATEGY (“GWS”) COMPOSITE.
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS NOT, AND SHOULD NOT BE CONSTRUED, AS AN OFFER OR SOLICITATION OF AN
OFFER TO BUY ANY FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT. AN INVESTMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE GWS COMPOSITE DESCRIBED
HEREIN HAS NOT BEEN APPROVED OR DISAPPROVED BY THE UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
(“SEC”), ANY STATE SECURITIES COMMISSION, OR OTHER ANY OTHER REGULATORY AUTHORITY, NOR HAVE ANY OF THESE
AUTHORITIES PASSED UPON OR ENDORSED THE MERITS OR THE ACCURACY OR ADEQUACY OF THIS DOCUMENT. ANY
REPRESENTATION TO THE CONTRARY IS UNLAWFUL AND A CRIMINAL OFFENSE.
ANY REPRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION, OR OTHER UNAUTHORIZED USE OF THIS DOCUMENT, OR IN PART, OR THE
DISCLOSURE OF THE CONTENTS HEREOF, OTHER THAN TO THE RECIPIENTS FINANCIAL, TAX AND/OR LEGAL ADVISORS
WITHOUT THE PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT OF PARITAS IS PROHIBITED.
THE BENCHMARK INDEX REFERRED TO HEREIN IS A BLEND OF 60% MSCI ACWI INDEX AND 40% BARCLAYS US AGGREGATE
BOND INDEX. THE INDICES INCLUDED TO SHOW RELATIVE MARKET PERFORMANCE FOR THE PERIODS INDICATED AND
ARE NOT NECESSARILY STANDARDS OF COMPARISON, SINCE INDICES ARE UNMANAGED, BROADLY BASED AND DIFFER IN
NUMEROUS RESPECTS FROM THE GWS COMPOSITE. MARKET INDEX INFORMATION WAS COMPILED FROM SOURCES
THAT PARITAS BELIEVES TO BE RELIABLE. HOWEVER, PARITAS DOES NOT GUARANTEE THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS
OF SUCH DATA.
AN INVESTMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE GWS COMPOSITE MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOR ALL INVESTORS. THIS
MATERIAL HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY, AND IS NOT INTENDED TO PROVIDE, AND SHOULD
NOT BE RELIED ON FOR, INVESTMENT, ACCOUNTING, LEGAL OR TAX ADVICE.
INVESTING INVOLVES RISK, INCLUDING THE POTENTIAL OF LOSS OF SOME OR ALL PRINCIPAL INVESTED. INTERESTED
PARTIES ARE ENCOURAGED TO REVIEW PARITAS’ FORM ADV PART 2, AS WELL AS PERTINENT PROSPECTUS/PRODUCT
DESCRIPTIONS TO CONSIDER SUCH RISK PRIOR TO INVESTING. THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT A DIVERSIFIED PORTFOLIO
WILL ENHANCE OVERALL RETURNS OR OUTPERFORM A NON-DIVERSIFIED PORTFOLIO. DIVERSIFICATION DOES NOT
PROTECT AGAINST MARKET RISK. STOCK INVESTING INVOLVES RISK INCLUDING LOSS OF PRINCIPAL. PAST PERFORMANCE
IS NO GUARANTEE OR PROMISE OF FUTURE SUCCESS.
THE SHARES OF EXCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS (“ETFS”) MAY TRADE AT PRICES AT, BELOW, OR ABOVE THEIR MOST RECENT
NET ASSET VALUE. EQUITY SECURITIES WILL FLUCTUATE IN PRICE; THE VALUE OF INVESTMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE GWS COMPOSITE WILL THUS FLUCTUATE, AND THIS MAY RESULT IN A LOSS. SECURITIES IN CERTAIN FOREIGN
COUNTRIES MAY BE LESS LIQUID, MORE VOLATILE, AND LESS SUBJECT TO GOVERNMENTAL SUPERVISION THAN IN THE
UNITED STATES. THE VALUES OF THESE SECURITIES MAY BE AFFECTED BY CHANGES IN CURRENCY RATES, APPLICATION
OF A COUNTRY’S SPECIFIC TAX LAWS, CHANGES IN GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION, AND ECONOMIC AND MONETARY
POLICY. EMERGING MARKET SECURITIES CARRY SPECIAL RISKS, SUCH AS LESS DEVELOPED OR LESS EFFICIENT TRADING
MARKETS, A LACK OF COMPANY INFORMATION, AND DIFFERING AUDITING AND LEGAL STANDARDS.
AN INVESTMENT IN BONDS CARRIES RISK. IF INTEREST RATES RISE, BOND PRICES USUALLY DECLINE. THE LONGER A
BOND’S MATURITY, THE GREATER THE IMPACT A CHANGE IN INTEREST RATES CAN HAVE ON ITS PRICE. SELLING A BOND
BEFORE IT REACHES ITS MATURITY MAY RESULT IN A LOSS UPON ITS SALE. BONDS ALSO CARRY THE RISK OF DEFAULT,
WHICH IS THE RISK THAT THE ISSUER IS UNABLE TO MAKE FURTHER INCOME AND PRINCIPAL PAYMENTS. OTHER RISKS,
INCLUDING INFLATION RISK, CALL RISK, AND PRE-PAYMENT RISK, ALSO APPLY. HIGH YIELD SECURITIES (ALSO REFERRED
TO AS “JUNK BONDS”) INHERENTLY HAVE A HIGHER DEGREE OF MARKET RISK, DEFAULT RISK, AND CREDIT RISK.
PARITAS CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, LLC IS A REGISTERED INVESTMENT ADVISOR WITH THE STATES OF CALIFORNIA,
CONNECTICUT, MASSACHUSETTS, NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK, PENNSYLVANIA, AND TEXAS.
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